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Precision

“Each clip is hand crafted. Quality and precision are 
our hallmarks.”

David Salk Founder/ CEO

Since 1992...

 We have continued to expand our technology and offer new 
products that can improves peoples vision. We are truly excited 
about Blue Logic Lenses®.

Our clips are lightweight and maintain their adjustment.  Each chassis system is reusable. eClips 3 and Illusion are designed with 
memory metal to ensure a flexible clip that holds its shape.  Flip is made out of a durable stainless steel chassis that is engineered and 
manufactured in Japan. 

We use lightweight lenses designed to provide superior performance-- eClips offers more than a dozen lens options to fit everyones 
lifestyle. 

Our Clips



David Salk
Founder

ABOUT US
We offer custom made rimless sunglasses and computer  clip-ons  in a variety of designs 
and lens options.
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We have a saying at eClips -- “eClips = Choice”.  eClips offers custom clip-ons for any 
frame, quick turn around and a large selection of chassis finishes and lens options. 

Over the years, eClips has earned a reputation for quality and service. We take a high 
end appraoch to everything that we do.

Our staff is commited to serving you. No company has more expertise and passion in 
the world of custom clips.

Over 300,000 clips 
made

Hello, my name is David Salk, founder of eClips and an 
optician with more than 40 years of experience. I own a 
high end practice in Berkeley, CA, (The Focal Point) and  
am the creator of Blue Logic Lenses®.

I have always loved optics, and had a passtion for lens 
design and the science behind it. I’ve consulted with 
Zeiss, designed flip up clips for Oliver Peoples, worked 
with Marcolin, Enchroma and other companies and was 
the inventor of the first rimless custom clip (patented), 
perfected the use of memory metal  in rimless clips, and 
compression mounts to attach clip-on lenses. Besides 
optics, my other interests are spending time with my 
wonderful family and music. I perform with “Rockin’ For 
New Eyes”- a fundraiser for New Eyes for the Needy. 

Since 1992

To those who have supported us over the years, our sincere gratitude. For those who have 
not worked with us recently, we hope to have the opportunity to share our enthusiasm for 
optics, premium quality clips, technology and service.

Best Regards,



Illusion
The Minimalist
A clip especially designed to let your frame be the star

The thin  memory 

metal bridge blends 

in with frame to 

create a seamless 

look

Featured: 
Theo wiith Illusion Blue/Blue Flash Mirror

Released in 2015, Illusion lets the frame be the 
center of attention. The thin memory metal bridge 
allows the clip to  virtually disappear. 

Sutiable for most frames.

Featured: 
Blake Kuwahara with Illusion chocolate/ Gold Flash Mirror



eClips 3
The Original eClips
A memory metal rimless design that compliments  all prescripton eyewear

Memory metal 

top bar  allows for 

ultimate flexibility

Featured: Masunaga with E3 Gold/G-15 

A durable rimless design that compliments prescription 
eyewear for both indoor and outdoor use. The original 
eClips is the  result of many years of experience, design and 
research. eClips3 or E3 is a patented compression mount 
custom clip that accomodates a variety of different lens 
thicknesses and base curves.

E3 features a memory metal top bar that provides
superior flexibility and durability.

Suitable for all frame styles. Featured: Face a Face with E3 Black/
Grey

Featured: Face a Face with E3 Black/Grey



Flip
Retro-Styled
Precision 
stainless steel

The perfect 

on-the-go clip that 

flips in an instant

Elijah Wood wearing Oliver Peoples and Flip

Manufactured in Japan, the Flip clip is engineered to provide 
a lightweight solution that will flip up. The chassis has multiple  
stops to allow the user to wear it in different positions. 

The lens is interchangeable, allowing for ultimate choice. 

The Flip chassis is stainless steel for outstanding durability. 

Due to the design of this clip we do not advise Flip for semi 
rimless, full rimless and metal plated frames. 

Featured: Oliver Peoples MP-2 with Gold Flip



Lens Options
All lenses are available with optional backside AR (Anti-Reflective Coating)

Lightweight and designed to provide optimal clarity



Introducing 



What  are Blue Logic Lenses®?
The Difference is Night and Day

We are surrounded by “Blue Light”…blue light is that part of the color spectrum from 

400-500nm in wavelength, the next longest set of wavelengths after ultra-violet.

 

Until recently, our sole concern regarding blue light was daytime outdoor exposure. There are 

documented harmful effects to retinal health from the intensity of blue light from the sun. This 

photo-toxicity causes the death of retinal cell ganglion and can contribute to vision loss. (Macular 

Degeneration).

Today, the “blue light issue” has become more complicated by the introduction of multiple sou-

rces of blue light including street lights, warehouse lights, LED headlights, and perhaps most 

important, electronic devices – computers, tablets, and cell phones. The energy savings derived 

from the use of LED lights has led to a significant increase in their application. Additionally, the 

enormous amount of time we spend in front of computer screens has impacted both vision and 

sleep adversely.

We cannot yet substantiate that these new artificial forms of blue light are toxic to retinal health, 

but we do know the following:

·      Artificial blue light (400-430nm) is associated with a number of vision related issues;  glare, 

contrast and accommodation.

·      Exposure to longer wavelengths of blue light (455-485nm) can have adverse effects on a 

healthy sleep cycle, which can contribute to a number of serious health problems 

Regardless of the retinal health issues, the vision and sleep issues are certainly worthy of a 

solution.

 Introducing Blue Logic Lenses®
Designed for the eyewear you wear -- Blue Logic Lenses® are a revolutionary 

approach to addressing the adverse effects from the use of electronic devices. 

Blue Logic uses a Melanin pigment to achieve the proper filtration of blue light from 

electronic devices or outdoor activities for the time of day, while maintaining proper 

color perception. 



Glare Guard is a Melanin lens that addresses the adverse effects -glare, and 
accomodative strain- from the use of electronic devices such as tablets, laptops, 

and phones. Glare Guard targets shorter wavelengths of blue light that, during 
the day, lead to visual discomfort (internal ocular glare). This reduces visual 

sharpness and contrast.

 Glare Guard  reduces eyestrain from the use  of your electronic 
devices. 

Glare Guard (400-430nm)
Maintain Wakefullness



Sleeprotect® is a Melanin lens that addresses adverse effects- glare and 
sleep disruption- from use of electronic devices such as tablets, laptops 
and phones. Sleeprotect® targets the longer wavelengths of blue light 

which ,at night, prevent us from entering a natural sleep cycle. 

Sleeprotect® provides excellent color perception and helps to 
increase visual comfort and promotes better sleep.

Sleeprotect® (459-484nm)
Protect Your Sleep Cycle



For more information

eClips 

2700 Rydin Road, Suite A Richmond, CA 94804

Phone (800) 851-9913 
Fax (888) 483-2547 

Email -- Info@clipon.com 
Web -- www.clipon.com


